The causes of the high pressure ridge at the North American west coast during winter 
Introduction

24
California experienced four consecutive drier than normal winters from 2011/12 to 2014/15 25 which pushed the state into a record multiyear drought that has had serious social, economic, 26 environmental and agricultural consequences (Howitt et al. 2014) . Although intensified by 27 long term warming and coincident high temperatures (Williams et al. 2015) , the root cause 28 of the drought has been higher than normal pressure at the west coast of North Amer-29 ica which has gone along with fewer than normal winter storms bringing precipitation to ii. 100 member ensembles simulating the 100 days beginning December 1 in which fixed 159 idealized SST anomalies are added to the Hadley Centre SST climatology. An ad-160 ditional 100 member ensemble was generated using the same atmosphere and land Experiments were run for both warm and cold SST anomalies with results shown for the warm minus cold experiments divided by two.
We focus on the winter of 2013/14 which was the driest, as measured by all-California,
172
November through April precipitation reduction, so far in the current California drought
173
(Seager et al. 2015). We also focus on the December through February (DJF) season at the 174 heart of winter. 
179
The height anomaly, which is very similar for both Reanalyses, includes a north-northwest to 
187
The precipitation anomaly associated with this height pattern shows the dry conditions and is a subset of the field shown in Figure 1 .
329
We denote the 200mb heights from the box-SST anomaly experiments as Z j . We use a 
subject to the constraint:
where the global area-weighted energy norm over all gridpoints x = (λ, φ), where λ is 337 longitude and φ is latitude, is The wave trains lead to intensification of the west coast ridge over the subsequent week. In 411 tandem with the wave trains, the weaker eddy activity over the midlatitude eastern North troposphere monthly mean vorticity budget which can be written as: from the circulation responses to the multiple SST and convection anomalies in the tropics.
467
These flow anomalies are located in a region of strong zonally uniform meridional gradient 468 of mean relative vorticity (not shown) giving rise to this complex pattern.
469
The mechanism of establishment of the forcing for the Rossby waves differs somewhat 
476
The vorticity budget terms were also averaged over the last 60 days of the optimal SST- Figure 10 for the leading terms in the vorticity budget given by:
Here the anomalies and climatology are both on the daily timescale with the anomalies to the ensemble mean and the observations. We also performed the same calculation using 583 the 100 control ensemble members with anomalies defined as relative to the ensemble mean 584 and found that, even without anomalous SST forcing, some ensemble members could pro-585 duce a west coast ridge akin in pattern and magnitude to that observed. Figure 12 also, 586 therefore, shows histograms of the pattern correlations for the two 100 member ensembles.
587
While both ensembles essentially span -1 to 1, the SST-forced ensemble, relative to the un- produces a height response that provides the best match including a west coast ridge.
612
The height response can be understood as a linear combination of waves forced by States and Mexico.
636
• A combination of SST-forced response and internal atmosphere variability can provide 637 a reasonable match to the observed height anomaly in terms of pattern and amplitude.
638
The presence of SST forcing notably increases the probability of such a height anomaly 639 occurring.
640
To conclude, the work presented here is highly suggestive that tropical Indo-Pacific SST SST anomalies and how well they, and the atmospheric response to them, can be forecast.
654
The results indicate that they were driven by anomalous ocean heat flux convergence but the Response to optimal SST , multiplied by 10 6 ) (top) and anomalous surface pressure over ocean (P a, bottom). 
